Our Guarantee

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
**Environment & Ecology**

★ 2587203 EARTH-SHELTERED HOUSES: How to Build an Affordable Underground Home. By Jim Nesbit. An earth-sheltered, earth-roofed home has the least impact upon the land of all housing styles, leaving almost zero footprint on the planet and creating dwelling in harmony with the environment. This guide brings earth-sheltered construction up to date, with plenty of practical help for those wanting to construct one. Photos, some color. 235 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

★ 8175788 A LANDOWNER’S GUIDE TO MANAGING YOUR WOODS. By Ann Larkin Hansen et al. Whether you own a few acres of woodland or many, this guide will help you become an active participant and manager of your forest. Beginning with an explanation of the natural processes governing forest development, the authors present active steps you can take to guide your woodlands toward a state of health and beauty. Illus. 298 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

★ 3746461 THIS IS THE WAY THE WORLD ENDS: How Droughts and Wildfires, Heat Waves and Hurricanes Are Converging on Earth. By Brian Clegg. A fascinating account of the ways in which global warming is causing a number of climate phenomena to converge, producing some of the most severe weather events in recent years. Photos, some color. 255 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95.


**Astronomy, Space Travel & Cosmology**

LIMITED QUANTITY 3816788 THE SPACE BOOK. REVISED: From the Story of Evolution to the End of Time. 220 Milestones in the History of Space & Astronomy. By Jim Bell. Chronologically organized, each entry consists of a short essay or more stunning full-color images, while the “Notes and Further Reading” section provides resources for more in-depth study. An engaging resource for the student of astronomy. 227 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $29.95.ULE SALE

★ 3705091 100 THINGS TO SEE IN THE SOUTHERN NIGHT SKY. By Dean Regas. Gives you a clear picture of what you can see using a small telescope, or just your naked eye. You’ll learn the history and science behind planets, stars, and Southern Hemisphere constellations. With detailed star maps will help you identify each object. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

★ 3809513 100 THINGS TO SEE IN THE NORTHERN NIGHT SKY. By Dean Regas. Gives you a clear picture of what you can see using a small telescope, or just your naked eye. You’ll learn the history and science behind planets, stars, and Northern Hemisphere constellations. With detailed star maps will help you identify each object. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

2986687 DARK MATTER & DARK ENERGY: The Hidden 95% of the Universe. By Brian Clegg. All the matter and light we can see in the universe makes up a trivial five percent of everything. The rest is hidden. This could be the biggest puzzle that science has ever faced. Clegg explains this major conundrum in modern science and looks at how scientists are working to solve it. Illus. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

★ 2550489 GRAVITATIONAL WAVES: How Einstein’s Space-Time Ripples Reveal the Secrets of the Universe. By Brian Clegg. At two LIGO observatories in the U.S. scientists developed sensitive detectors, capable of spotting a movement 100 times smaller than the nucleus of an atom. They recorded the ripples produced by two black holes spiralling into each other, setting spacetime quivering. This was the first time black holes had been detected, and their momentous discovery has changed the course of cosmology.

2875921 VACATION GUIDE TO THE SOLAR SYSTEM. By O. Koski & J. Geveci. Packed with real science, this is the must-have travel guide for any space aficionado. 8 of the essentials for your next voyage, including how to get there and what to do when you arrive. Whether you’re interested in relaxation or romance, science of space travel, or cosmic beyond, look no further: your rocket ship awaits. Well illus., many in color. 234 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $20.00.


★ 3726174 GOLDLOCKS AND THE WATER BEARS: The Search for Life in the Universe. By David Wallace-Wells. Brings into stark relief the climate troubles that await—food shortages, refugee emergencies, and other crises that will reshape the globe. This work is both a report on the status and the vital role it plays upon ourselves and an impassioned call to action. 310 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00.


2611324 WHAT STAR? By Brian Jones. There are 88 official celestial constellations which together cover the entire sky. This informative volume identifies and describes each of them, providing useful information regarding location, form and mythology. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.95.

★ 8295248 ASTROPHYSICS FOR PEOPLE IN A HURRY. By Neil deGrasse Tyson. While you wait for your morning coffee to brew, for the bus, the train, or a plane to arrive, this small volume will reveal just what you need to be fluent and ready for the next cosmic headlines—from the Big Bang to black holes, from quarks to quantum mechanics, from top to bottom of modern physics. This is the one book you can take on your journey through the cosmos and leave you with a solid grasp of what's going on in it. 144 pages. Crown. Pub. at $16.99.

3801379 BEARS: The Search for Life in the Universe. By Marcia Bartusiak. This updated classic recounts the long hunt for Albert Einstein’s predicted gravitational waves—and now celebrates their discovery. Charting the quest to build the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), Bartusiak reveals the brilliance, personalities, and luck that helped spark a scientific breakthrough. Illus. 220 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00.


★ 2895517 IN SEARCH OF STARDUST: Amazing Micrometeorites and Their Terrestrial Impostors. By Jon Humphrey. The fascinating quest to identify, examine, and explain micrometeorites in this photo documentary comprising more than 1,300 microscopic images. Larsen provides Micrometeorite Hunters with a practical foundation of classification, and analysis, including how to distinguish micrometeorites from all kinds of terrestrial shreds left behind by fireworks, volcanic ash, construction materials, and more. 152 pages. Voyageur. Pub. at $24.99.

★ 2895517 IN SEARCH OF STARDUST: Amazing Micrometeorites and Their Terrestrial Impostors. By Jon Humphrey. The fascinating quest to identify, examine, and explain micrometeorites in this photo documentary comprising more than 1,300 microscopic images. Larsen provides Micrometeorite Hunters with a practical foundation of classification, and analysis, including how to distinguish micrometeorites from all kinds of terrestrial shreds left behind by fireworks, volcanic ash, construction materials, and more. 152 pages. Voyageur. Pub. at $24.99.
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to the progress made by the great astronomers of the past. 208 pages. White Star. 11x12½. Pub. at $33.95. $24.95

3761062 EINSTEIN-SCHWARZSCHILD HOLE, and the Quest to See the Unseeable, By Seth Fletcher. Forms a. team of elite scientists on their historic mission to take the first picture of a black hole, putting Einstein’s theory of relativity to its ultimate test and helping to answer our deepest questions about the origins of the universe, and the nature of reality. Illus. 255 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $26.99. **SOLD OUT**

3746219 THE NUMBER OF THE HEAVENS: A History of the Multiverse and the Quest to Understand the Cosmos, By Tom Siegfried. Some scientists have come to believe that the vast, expanding universe we inhabit may just be one of many. Others are skeptical of this idea. In this new edition, Siegfried traces this controversial idea from antiquity to the present, and in this engaging story offers deep lessons about the nature of science and our place in the universe. 330 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

6935087 VIEW FROM ABOVE: An Astronaut Photographs the World, By Terry Virts. A collection of fascinating and beautiful images, together with stories of life and death on orbit, as the International Space Station are presented in this encompassing volume. 304 pages. National Geographic. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. **SOLD OUT**

**293100X APOLLO EXPEDITIONS TO THE MOON, THIRD EDITION.** Ed. by Edgar M. Cortright. This new expanded edition includes a chronology of the Apollo project, additional photographs, and a new foreword by Buzz Aldrin. This book offers a modern retrospective of the Moon landing, discussing its place in the world of space exploration and its impact on American history and culture. 311 pages. Del. Pub. at $35.00. **SOLD OUT**

**2816014 SPACE ATLAS, SECOND EDITION: Mapping the Universe and Beyond.** By James Trefil. This stunningly updated volume presents all-as spacecraft probe every dimension of our solar system, and astrophysicists tap into phenomena from the beginning of time, and our vision of the universe changes. This new edition includes a foreword by Buzz Aldrin, reflecting on 50 years of changing knowledge about the universe and the manned missions. Hardcover. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. **SOLD OUT**

**2968657 APOLLO: The Mission to Land a Man on the Moon, By Al Cimo.** President Kennedy promised in 1961, that America was going to put a man on the Moon. This book presents the amazing tale of the Moon landing, from the birth of the Apollo program, to the astronauts who succeeded in delivering JFK’s impossible dream. Full-color in. 192 pages. Chartwell. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $24.95. **SOLD OUT**

**2802846 ROCKET MEN: The Daring Odyssey of Apollo 8 and the Astronauts Who Made Man’s First Journey to the Moon, By Robert Kurson.** In this thrilling insider account, Kurson tells a tale of bravery and sacrifice by astronauts Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, Bill Anders and their families, that would forever change mankind’s understanding of its place in the universe. It is the definitive story of one of America’s most successful missions. Hardcover. 9½x6¼. Pub. at $45.00. **SOLD OUT**

**2919796 SHOOT FOR THE MOON: The Space Race and the Extraordinary Voyage of Apollo 11, By James Donovan.** Set amid the Cold War and the upheavals of the sixties, and filled with first-person, behind the scenes details, this is the gripping account of the dangers, the challenges, and the triumph of the men who delivered Apollo 11, and also the Mercury and Gemini missions that came before it. 24 pages of photos, some color. 453 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT TO $19.95**

**3754967 STARRY STORIES: The Constellations and Popular Myths.** By Anthony Aveni. Perfect reading for all sky-watchers and story-tellers, this examination is an essential complement to Western mythology and a window to our understanding of the natural world and culture of heaven. Observers can produce a variety of tales about the shapes in the sky. Illus. 194 pages. **PRICE CUT TO $14.95**

**3710088 IN THE SHADOW OF THE MOON: The Science, Magic, and Mystery of Solar Eclipse.** By Anthony Aveni. Explains the history and culture surrounding solar eclipses from prehistoric Stonehenge to Babylonian creation myths, to a spectacular, that left New Yorkers in the moon’s shadow, to future eclipses. Aveni’s account of astronomy’s most storied phenomenon will enthral anyone who has looked up at the sky with wonder. Illus. 272 pages. Scribner. **PRICE CUT TO $21.95**

**3708144 FIRE IN THE SKY: Cosmic Collisions, Killer Asteroids, and the Race to Defend Earth, By Gordon L. Dillow.** A scientific adventure story that takes us from scenes of ancient asteroids to meteor paths, from the discovery of the dinosaurs, to mountain-top observatories where professional asteroid hunters seek their prey, to sightings of asteroids that sometimes explode in our atmosphere. All stories feature large nuclear bombs. Color Illus. 277 pages. Scribner. **PRICE CUT TO $14.15**

**3749191 ROCKET BILLIONAIRES, By Tim Fernholz.** 16 pages of color photos. 281 pages. HMM. Pub. at $28.00. **$6.95**


2860007 HELLO, IS THIS PLANET EARTH? My View from the International Space Station. By Tim Peake. 240 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**


**2892955 CHASING THE MOON: The People, the Politics, and the Promise That Launched America into the Space Age,** By R. Stone & A. Andres. 16 pages of photos. Ballantine. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $10.95. **$4.95**

**3738697 LAUNCH PHOTOGRAPHY,** By Ben Cooper. 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. **$26.95**

**2793350 SPACECRAFT: 100 Iconic Rockets, Shuttles, and Satellites That Put Us in Space,** By G. De Chiara & M.H. Gorn. 224 pages. Voyageur. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $30.00. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**

**2929780 APOLLO’S MUSE: The Moon in the Age of Photography,** By Fineman & B. Saunders. 192 pages. Ballantine. 9½x6¼. Pub. at $34.95. **$24.95**


**2902397 YEARBOOK OF ASTRONOMY 2019,** By Brian Jones. 328 pages. White Owl. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95**


**6854949 SATURN V: America’s Rocket to the Moon,** By Eugen Reichl. 144 pages. Schiffer. **$16.95**
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**Paleontology & Evolution**

**375216X WOOLLY: The True Story of the Quest to Revive History's Most Iconic Extinct Mammal.** By Michael J. Behe. This is a scintillating adventure involving a host of extraordinary people, including the intrepid fossil hunters who battle polar bears and expeditions in the name of scientific advancement, and a father and son team of Russian scientists working to turn a track of the Siberian tundra into a real-life Jurassic Park. 293 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

**374224A A BRIEF HISTORY OF EVERYONE WHO EVER LIVED: The Human Story Retold Through Our Genes.** By Adam Rutherford. The history of who we are and how you come to be, and also our current predicament, because in the long stretches of our genomes we each carry the history of our species—births, deaths, disease, war, famine, migration and a lot of sex. 402 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**3742771 RETROWING CONSCIOUSNESS: A Scientific Theory of Subjective Experience.** By Michael S.A. Graziano. Tracing evolution over millions of years, Graziano uses examples from the natural world to show how reasons first allowed animals to develop simple forms of attention: taking in messages from the environment, prioritizing them, and responding as necessary. He also discusses what a future with artificial consciousness might hold for our strange and unique species. Illus. 310 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 $21.95

**2973561 ORIGINS: How Earth's Shaped Human History.** By Lewis Dartnell. The Earth has played a crucial role in our human story up until this point in time. In this title, the biologist Lewis Dartnell reveals how. Tracing our story back in time to when history becomes science, this account reveals the deep imprint of the prehistory on the human mind. 346 pages. Basic. Pub. at $20.00 $17.95

**6854214 WHO WE ARE AND HOW WE GOT HERE: Ancient DNA and the New Science of the Human Past.** By David Reich. Through work about how the extraction of DNA from ancient bones has profoundly changed our understanding of human prehistory. Reich describes with unprecedented clarity and elegance how the human genome not only provides all the information that a fertilized human egg needs to develop but also contains within it the history of our species. 335 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**2973493 THE HUMAN INSTINCT: How Evolution Evolved to Have Reason, Consciousness, and Free Will.** By Kenneth R. Miller. Detailing our biological trajectory, Miller shows how we became the only species that could produce Moby Dick, and Darwin himself. Equal parts natural science and philosophy, Miller offers a moving and powerful celebration of what it means to be human. 294 pages. S&S. PRICE CUT TO $13.95

**3734064 CONSIDER THE PLATYPUS: Evolution Through Biology's Most Baffling Beasts.** By Maggie Ryan Sandford, illus. by R. L. Juliano. Showcases recently excavated artifacts from Shanxi and Gansu provinces, most of which have never been exhibited outside China. 303 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**2975610 DINOSAURS UNDER THE AURORA.** By Anusuya Chinsamy-Turan. Illus. in color. 176 pages. UP. Pub. at $40.00

**6630847 VISIONS OF A VANISHED WORLD: The Extrordinary Fossils of the Hunsruck Slate.** By Gabriele Kuhl et al. Fully illus. in color. 129 pages. InUP. Pub. at $40.00


**293907X THE ACCIDENTAL HOMO SAPIENS: Genetics, Behavior, and Free Will.** By L. Tattersall & R. DeSalle. 222 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $13.95

---

**Archaeology**

**3876263 THE PYRAMIDS, THE SPHINX, AND Temples of Giza.** This comprehensive study incorporates all the latest information on the excavations and interpretations of the Sphinx and pyramids. The only remaining survivors of the seven ancient wonders of the world. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. Bunker Hill. Pub. at $19.45 $9.95

**3760179 ARCHAEOLOGY: A Beginner's Guide.** By Joe Flattm. Spanning the globe and centuries, from Mesopotamian burial sites to modern landfill sites in Arizona, Flattm shows how to view the world with an archaeologist's insight. Replete with text boxes highlighting key case studies from the history of the subject, this is the essential primer to reading landscapes, objects, and places. Illus., some in color. 187 pages. OneWorld. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.50

**DVD 2998859 HERO'S LOST TOMB.** Widesc. Israeli archaeologist Ehud Netzer claims to have found Herod's grandest creation of all—his burial tomb. At his self-named palace and fortress, Herodium, this National Geographic film explores Netzer's decades-long search for the King of the Jews' fabulously carved mausoleum and coffin. CC. 60 minutes. National Geographic. $5.95

**DVD 6852092 MUMMIES ALIVE: Season 1.** Widesc. Mummies are everywhere, and they are turning up in the most unexpected places. Most are in astonishingly good condition, and all have good stories attached. Each one conducts cutting-edge virtual autopsies to solve ancient cold cases and get unprecedented looks into lost civilizations. English SDH. Five hours on two DVDs. Smithsonian. Pub. at $29.95

**2971143X MONUMENTS IN THE LANDSCAPE.** Ed. by Paul Rainbird. Compiles a series of studies by noted scholars taking a fresh approach to monuments of diverse eras. What connects these studies is an appreciation of the archaeological signatures in the landscape as monuments to human endeavor. Maps & illus. 256 pages. Tempus. $19.95

**2698684 THE OLDEST ENIGMA OF HUMANITY: The Key to the Mystery of the Paleolithic Cave Paintings.** By B. David & J-J. Lefrere. For centuries, scholars and archaeologists have pondered over myriad questions swirling around prehistoric cave paintings. Created by our ancestors, these paintings offer a new understanding of this art lost in time, finally solving the oldest enigma in human history. Illus., some color, 138 pages. Arcade. $21.95

**3033546 UNEARTHED.** By Annette L. Jourdain. Recent excavations recently excavated artifacts from Shanxi and Gansu provinces, most of which have never been exhibited outside China. These objects range from fantastic tombs and tombs of the wealthy to luxury goods reflecting the lucrative “Silk Road” trade, to objects designed for religious or ritual purposes. Well illus. in color. 175 pages. Yale. 9½x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95
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381212X THE MYTH OF SYIPSUS. By Albert Camus. In this profound and moving philosophical statement, Camus poses the fundamental questions of life and death. Though its existence holds no significance, what can we keep from suicide? Included are several other essays by Camus. 172 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $6.95

381061X DYING EARTH AND LIVING COSMOS. By Rudolf Steiner. Throughout the three lecture courses included in this volume, Steiner touches upon a wealth of absorbing themes, including the “discovery” of Antarctica, life worth living? If it has no future, existence holds no significance, what can we keep from suicide? Included are several other essays by Camus. 172 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $6.95

381419X PROBLEMS OF SOCIETY: An Examination of Post-Apraxic Future. By Rudolf Steiner. Gather the lectures Steiner gave to members of the Anthroposophical Society in 1919, revealing the “inner,” “esoteric” aspects of the world’s social ideas. While his suggestions for social change may not seem self-evident to the pragmatic, they will strike a resonant chord in many who seek deeper answers to the social problems of our time. 204 pages. Rudolf Steiner Press. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00

381187S eternal and transitory elements in human life. By Rudolf Steiner. Discussing the role of evil in human development, Steiner addresses a host of additional themes in his collection of lectures. 320 pages. Rudolf Steiner Press. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00


298681X The Twilight Zone and Philosophy: A Dangerous Dimension to TV. Ed. by Robert G. Leggett and Daniel C. Dennett. Philosophers probe into the meaning of the classic TV series, *The Twilight Zone*. Some of the chapters look at single episodes of the show, while others analyze several episodes, searching for powerful insights about humanity and the universe. 247 pages. Open Court. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


2814122 THE FORGOTTEN DEPRESSION: 1921, the Crash That Cursed Itself. By James Grant. In a detailed account of the deep economic slump of 1920-21—America’s last untreated depression—Grant proposes that less is more with respect to federal intervention. In a powerful response to prevailing notions, he argues that the Federal Reserve stimulus used to alleviate the Great Recession, 16 pages of photos, 254 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

3714926 the war on normal people. By Andrew Yang. Shows how artificial intelligence, robotics, and automation software are already displacing millions of jobs. The consequences are being felt across our communities and the future looks bleak. Yang offers a groundbreaking look at how we can build a sustainable economy and healthy society amid rapid technological change. 284 pages. Henry Holt. Pub. at $28.00

6533914 THE THEORY OF MONEY AND CREDIT. By Ludwig von Mises. Originally published in 1912, this volume remains one of economic theory’s most influential and central texts. By integrating at “macroeconomics” into “microeconomics,” as well as offering explanations into the origin, value, and future of money, Von Mises’s examination shifted economic thought forever 493 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


2826712 FED UP: An Insider’s Take on Why the Federal Reserve Is Bad for America. By Danielle DiMartino Booth. A revealing account of how the current leader of the Federal Reserve, the secretive institution that controls America’s economy, exposed the unchallenged arrogance, liberal dogma, and abuse of power that have long driven its core policies. 326 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $28.00

493859X the incineration of sophia. Unpublished writings from the philosopher of the soul. By Orestas. 96 pages. Rudolf Steiner Press. Paperback. Pub. at $47.50

398594S THE JOYOUS SCIENCE. By Rudolf Steiner. Throughout the lectures Steiner gave to members of the Anthroposophical Society in 1921, revealing the “inner,” “esoteric” aspects of humankind’s apocalyptic vision; and the delusion of time and space. 320 pages. Rudolf Steiner Press. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

289002X賽 of sophia: Unpublished Writings from the Philosopher of the Soul. By Rudolf Steiner. Throughout the lectures Steiner gave to members of the Anthroposophical Society in 1921, revealing the “inner,” “esoteric” aspects of humankind’s apocalyptic vision; and the delusion of time and space. 320 pages. Rudolf Steiner Press. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00


2876727 MACHIAVELLI’S LEGACY: The Prince After Five Hundred Years. Ed. by Timothy Fuller. 203 pages. UPFL. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


2849122 THE FORGOTTEN DEPRESSION: 1921, the Crash That Cursed Itself. By James Grant. In a detailed account of the deep economic slump of 1920-21—America’s last untreated depression—Grant proposes that less is more with respect to federal intervention. In a powerful response to prevailing notions, he argues that the Federal Reserve stimulus used to alleviate the Great Recession, 16 pages of photos, 254 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00


ENGINEERING & ARCHITECTURE

2914743 MEASURE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE JAPANESE HOUSE. By Heino Engel. Describes in detail, with abundant architectural plans and drawings, the influence of the Meiji Restoration and the importance of the Japanese home. Illus. 544 pages. Springer-Verlag. Pub. at $65.00

3738988 TOWER BRIDGE, 1889 TO DATE OPERATIONS MANUAL. By John M. Smith. Supported with a wealth of original drawings and historic and contemporary photographs, this manual takes readers behind the scenes to unveil the hidden workings of this major London landmark. 188 pages. Haynes. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95 PRICE CUT TO $17.95

ARCHITECTURE

3743740 THE LANDMARKS OF NEW YORK, SIXTH EDITION. By Barbara Larson-Spingle. In this illustrated, comprehensive record of New York City’s historic buildings, with updated descriptions of each individual, interior, and scenic landmark and historic district included in the previous editions, as well as 114 new individual landmarks, and more than 150 new photographs, this update and special edition includes 902 pages. NYUP. 9x11¾. Pub. at $75.00 $9.95

6095277 MICRO GREEN: Tiny Houses in Nature. By Mimi Zeiger. Seeks to redefine the concept of compact living, exploring the possibilities of living with less while maintaining a rich life. Rustic tree houses, airy domes, and recycled old structures are presented through vivid full-color photography, and display a range of environmental influences. 222 pages. Rizzoli. 7x7. Pub. at $29.95

2975408 FIVE HUNDRED BUILDINGS OF PARIS. Text by K. Borns. photos by J. Brockmann et al. Wander the streets of one of the world’s most beautiful cities, Arc de Triomphe, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Le Louvre, Moulin Rouge, Notre-Dame de Paris, Opera de la Bastille, Place de la Concorde, Sorbonne Chapel, Eiffel Tower, Le Lapi Agile, and many more architectural wonders. Black & White. 23x6¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

3849520 THE HIDDEN WHITE HOUSE: Harry Truman and the Reconstruction of America’s Most Famous Residence. By Robert Klara. The first inside look at Truman’s White House through an unmatched tale of political ambition and technical skill, the Truman administration’s controversial rebuilding project of 16 acres. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3794199 HOW ARCHITECTURE WORKS: A Humanist’s Toolkit. By Witold Rybczynski. Answers our most fundamental questions about how good and not so good buildings are designed and constructed. Introducing the reader to the rich and varied world of modern architecture, Rybczynski takes us behind the scenes, revealing how architects envision and create their designs. Illus. 355 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00

2895947 FORGETTABLE ANCIENT SITES. By Elizabeth Bush. On a world tour of some of the most remarkable human achievements on the planet. Fully illustrated with stunning photography and site’s history as well as some little known facts and insights into how little we actually know about some of these places. 192 pages. Chartwell. 10x7. Pub. at $14.95

3555959 DREAM HOUSE: The White House as an American Home. By J.K. Ochser & D.A. Anderson. Takes us behind the scenes at the president’s house in the context of American architecture and decoration. With historic photographs, plans, and illustrations, the authors compare the president’s house to other American homes, gardens, and interiors, showing how the White House as it changed through decades of interior renovation, rebuilding, and landscaping, 304 pages. Acanthus. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 $9.95

3912502 DISTANT CORNER: Seattle Architects and the Legacy of H.H. Richardson. By J.K. Ochser & D.A. Anderson. With more than 200 illustrations, detailed endnotes, and an appendix containing a complete list of the architects and buildings in the area, this exquisite volume offers an analysis of both local and national influences that shaped the architecture of the city in the 1880s and 1890s. 409 pages. UP. 9x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

768444 A DAY AT CHATEAU DE VAUX LE VICOMTE. By Alexandre de Vogue et al. Presenting the magnificent Château de Vaux-le-Vicomte, a 17th-century castle and gardens, conceived by Le Vau, Le Brun, and Le Notre, that inspired the great chateaux of Europe. Exclusive photographs and documents offer unprecedented access to the chateau, furnishings, and gardens, and illuminate the secrets of court life and centuries of celebrations. Stipps. 192 pages. Flammarion. 6x9½. Pub. at $27.00
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### Medical Science

**6904572 PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF BLOOD DISORDERS, 2ND EDITION.** By J. B. Burch. This book is illustrated and easy to absorb information to the physiological mechanisms underlying the regulation and function of blood cells and hematopoiesis, as well as the pathophysiologic mechanisms responsible for the development of blood disorders. Includes numerous tables and diagrams that encapsulate key points. Well illus., in color. 353 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**2809706 THE TRUE CREATOR OF EVERYTHING: How the Human Brain Shaped the Universe as We Know It.** By Miguel Nicolelis. Combining insight from such diverse fields as neuroscience, mathematics, evolution, computer science, physics, history, art, and philosophy, Nicolelis presents a profoundly based manifesto for the uniqueness of the human mind and a cautionary tale of the threats that technology poses to present and future generations. Illus. 356 pages. Yale. Pub. at $28.00.

**377810X IS MEDICINE STILL GOOD FOR US? The Big Idea.** By Junan Shear. This incisive volume interrogates the economics and ethics of modern medical practices and the impact they have on all our lives. Well illus., most in color. 143 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95.

**2987090 UNDER THE KNIFE: A History of Surgery in 28 Remarkable Operations.** By David Adam. MacFadyen's popular account of stories spanning the dark centuries of bloodletting and amputations without anesthesia through today's sterile, high-tech operating rooms, this fascinating examination is both a rich cultural history, and a modern anatomy class for us all. Illus. 357 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95.**

**2967970 THE UNDOING PROJECT: A Personal Investigation.** By Michael Lewis. Forty years ago, Israeli psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky wrote a series of original studies underpinning our assumptions about the decision-making process. This story about the workings of the human mind is explored through the personalities of these two fascinating individuals. 362 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95. **PRICE CUT to $2.95.**

**697015X STIFFS, SKULLS & SKELETONS: A Medical History of Bones and Stones by Stanley B. & Elizabeth A. Burns.** This intriguing and comprehensive exploration of the skeleton and the古典 medical and forensic photographers. The classical visual iconography of postmortem, dissection, and bone photography is presented and expanded to include early autopsy images and X-ray studies. 328 pages. Schiffer. 12x12. Pub. at $75.00. **PRICE CUT to $44.45.**


**2957568 THE SECRET LIFE OF FAT: The Science Behind from Pointless Bones to Broken Genes.** By Michael Lewis. From forty years ago, Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky wrote a series of original studies underpinning our assumptions about the decision-making process. This story about the workings of the human mind is explored through the personalities of these two fascinating individuals. 362 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $2.95.**

**3005610 LUCIFER: The Real Truth Reality: Why Evolution Hid the Truth from Our Eyes.** By Donald Hoffman. From examining why fashion designers create clothes that give the illusion of a more desirable body shape to studying how companies use color to elicit specific emotions in consumers, and even dismantling the very notion that spacetime is objective reality. Hoffman dares us to question everything we thought we knew about the world we see. Illus., in some color. 250 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT to $17.95.**

**697015X STIFFS, SKULLS & SKELETONS: A Medical History of Bones and Stones by Stanley B. & Elizabeth A. Burns.** This intriguing and comprehensive exploration of the skeleton and the classical medical and forensic photographers. The classical visual iconography of postmortem, dissection, and bone photography is presented and expanded to include early autopsy images and X-ray studies. 328 pages. Schiffer. 12x12. Pub. at $75.00. **PRICE CUT to $44.45.**
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- **374071 THE MATH BOOK.** Ed. by Karl Warsi. Packed with short, pithy explanations cut through the lingo, step by step diagrams that unravel knotty theories, memorable quotes, and witty illustrations that play with our ideas about numbers. Whether you're an avid student or just curious, you'll find plenty to intrigue and stimulate you within these pages. 361 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **375518 THE ULTIMATE MATHEMATICAL CHALLENGE.** By W. J. Howard. Taken directly from The UK Mathematics Trust's catalog of puzzles, most of these problems can be tackled using no more than a little numerical knowledge and logical thinking. The perfect way to liven up your day! Here are over 365 puzzles to test your wits and excite your mind! Illus. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **377906 HOLOCAUST MATH.** Ed. by W. J. Howard. With a witty and engaging narrative of jokes and insights, Klein & Y. Bauman. With a witty and engaging narrative of jokes and insights, Klein & Y. Bauman. Written in an easy style that achieves clarity without sacrificing complexity, this is a book that will fundamentally transform our understanding of the world around us. Illus. 298 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

- **378207 RIDDLES.** By Danica McKellar. Drawings. 418 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00


- **375076 AREA MAZE MADNESS.** Stretch Your Brain with Fun Math and Challenging Logic Puzzles. By Hugh Jones. Offers 80 all-new puzzles ranging from easy to challenging for you to test your wits against the brand-new math and logic puzzles you didn’t see on Japan’s popular game shows. Puzzles provided. Fully illus. 96 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

- **371944 BEYOND INFINITY: An Expedition to the Outer Limits of Mathematics.** By Eugenia Cheng. The author explores the wild and woolly world of the infinitely large and the infinitely small. Along the way Cheng considers weighty questions like why some numbers are uncountable or why infinity plus one is not greater than one plus infinity. 284 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **338313 BEYOND INFINITY: An Expedition to the Outer Limits of Mathematics.** By Eugenia Cheng. The author explores the wild and woolly world of the infinitely large and the infinitely small. Along the way Cheng considers weighty questions like why some numbers are uncountable or why infinity plus one is not greater than one plus infinity. 284 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **675248 A MOST ELEGANT SOLUTION: Euler’s Formula & the Beauty of Mathematics.** By David Stipp. Euler’s formula ties together everything from arithmetic to trigonometry into the circumference of a circle, trigonometry, calculus, and even infinity. In this lighthearted and fascinating account, Stipp shows how Euler’s formula can help you unravel numerous mysteries about the universe we live in. 221 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00

- **3760655 CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT: The Wisdom of Mathematics.** By Eugenia Cheng. The author of this engaging narrative full of jokes and insights, Klein & Y. Bauman. Written in an easy style that achieves clarity without sacrificing complexity, this is a book that will fundamentally transform our understanding of the world around us. Illus. 298 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

- **3769415 THIS WILL MAKE YOU SMARTER: New Scientific Concepts to Improve Your Thinking.** Ed. by John Brockman. This is a science book that will improve everyone’s cognitive toolkit! This is the question posed to the world’s most influential thinkers. Their visionary answers flow from the frontiers of psychology, philosophy, economics, physics, biology, and beyond. This is a book that will fundamentally transform our understanding of the world around us. 374 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

- **3807223 EVERYDAY MATH.** By Bill Nye. Nye argues that deep down, we all are natural born problem solvers, driven to use tools of reason combined with the very best information available to solve even the biggest puzzles. In this scientific yet accessible volume, he teaches us that we have the power, the authority, and the responsibility to think critically and take control of the future. 374 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95


Science Essays & Surveys

- **3790096 THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT.** By Jeff Kivistick. The dozens of fascinating facts you accomplish every day of your life with your mind. This book is a fascinating read for anyone curious about the brain and its abilities and limitations. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

- **3790095 WHAT THE FUTURE WANTS LIKE.** By Jim Al-Khalili et al. This collection of essays explore today’s earthshaking discoveries will shape our world tomorrow and beyond in genetics, robotics, AI, the “Internet of Things”, synthetic biology, transhumanism; intersstellar travel; colonization of the solar system; teleporation; and much more. 240 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

- **3790065 TOMORROWLAND: Our Journey from Science Fiction to Science Fact.** By Steven Koller. Koller guides readers on a mind-bending tour of the far frontier, and how these advances are radically transforming our lives. From the ways science and technology are fundamentally altering our bodies and our minds, to the explosive collisions between science and culture we’re crossing moral and ethical lines we’ve never faced before. 284 pages. New Harvest. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **3790066 SCIENCE IN THE SOUL: Selected Writings of a Passionate Rationalist.** By Richard Dawkins. The legendary biologist, provocateur, and bestselling author mounts a timelessly pertinent, cogent, and vitriolic defense of science. A must for anyone interested in science, this is the career-spanning collection of essays, including 20 pieces published in the United States for the first time. 438 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00
Religion & Science

**DVD 2898101 MIRACLES: The Power of Faith.** Widescreen. If miracles are real, are they divine interventions and what is the role of spirituality, religion and prayer? This four-part series explores the many answers to these questions through interviews with theologians, historians, experts, actual witnesses and visits to locations where it is believed some of the most profound miracles occurred. Over four hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**DVD 371158A A QUEST FOR GOD.** For centuries, humanity has searched for spiritual truth. But today, a new science offers wondrous possibilities and answers to those questions. As this program reveals, quantum physics suggests that the subatomic particles of the universe are connected and it is from a connection of the contributions from scientists from Newton to Hawking, revealed in fascinating factoids and engaging illustrations. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 3784128 IN MINUTES: The Elements and Their Meaning.** By Doug Cantor. Fire up your soldering iron, charge that lamp cord, and start listing off the elements from A to Z. This compact yet comprehensive guide, Green outlines the history, development, and workings of the table of elements, how we found them, and illuminates the organization of all matter, and even explains what it has to tell us about the chemistry of distant stars and of our own bodies. Illus. 415 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

**3898468 THE PERIODIC TABLE IN MINUTES: The Elements and Their Chemistry Explained in an Easy-To-Use Guide.** By Dan Zadra. This is a concise and clear guide that will provide you with a better understanding of the periodic table. The author explains how the table is organized and what each element represents. Illus. 152 pages. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

**3721655 POPULAR SCIENCE THE BIG BOOK OF HACKS.** Ed. by Doug Cantor. Fire up your soldering iron, charge that lamp cord, and start listing off the elements from A to Z. This compact yet comprehensive guide, Green outlines the history, development, and workings of the table of elements, how we found them, and illuminates the organization of all matter, and even explains what it has to tell us about the chemistry of distant stars and of our own bodies. Illus. 415 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

**2838036 THE UNIVERSE NEXT DOOR.** By New Scientist. What if the laws of physics as we understand them are not correct? What if the universe is even stranger than us? Or, if every human vanished tomorrow? The answers to these questions reveal deep truths about our own existence. Take a thrilling journey through dozens of incredible but possibly perfect alternative realities. 262 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**2847437 POPULAR MECHANICS GADGET PLANET: 150 Gizmos & Inventions That Changed the World.** Take a trip around the remarkable gadget planet and discover 150 amazing gizmos, inventions, and designs that changed our world. From the Kaleidoscope to the Ice Cream Scoop, these are the devices that determine the way we live, work, and play, music, and everything in between. 176 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**3806300 CREATING THINGS MATTER: The Art and Science of Innovations That Last.** By David Edwards. The author reveals that the secret to creating new things lies in perceiving art and science as one. This volume is for anyone wondering what might be and at least half believing that what we do can make a difference. Photos. 270 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

**3800393 OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY.** By Jens Bleidert et al. This very comprehensive design of the basic aspects of optical technology. It is a collection of essays written by experts in the field. The book is divided into several sections, each focusing on a specific topic. 284 pages. McGraw-Hill. Pub. at $150.00 $61.10

**3788782 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN SCIENCE.** How Corporations Fund Public Health. By Sheldon Krimsky. Professor Krimsky has compiled 21 peer-reviewed academic essays that examine the complex relationship between the individual scientists conducting research and the groups who fund them. Ultimately, he calls to action concerns of a collective movement among authors to disclose the sources of their funding, thereby holding scientists and the groups that fund them accountable. 391 pages. Hot Books. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

**2878644 THE HANDY SCIENCE ANSWERS: FIFTH EDITION.** Compiled by the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh. This friendly resource answers more than 1,600 of the most frequently asked, most baffling, and most natural science questions, including: what is a light year?; how much would sea levels change if glaciers melted?; how much does a cloud weigh?; how hard does the human heart work?; and so many more. Well illus. 691 pages. Illustrated Science Press. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**2984199 THE LAST UNKNOWNS, Ed. by John Brockman. This is a little volume of profound questions, unknowns that address the secrets of our world, our civilization, and the meaning of life. Here are the deepest riddles that have fascinated, obsessed, and preoccupied everyone for all of time. These questions will get you thinking and contemplating. 332 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**2897938 THE SCIENCE BOOK: Big Ideas Simply Explained.** By John D. Barrow. From the Big Bang to the Big Bang! How does the universe start with a Big Bang? Is light a wave, a particle or both? Science has made it possible to comprehend the world in which we live. This fresh edition is packed with intriguing and challenging scientific ideas, offering technological advances and extending the frontiers of knowledge. This science guide is packed with short, pithy explanations that cut to the chase. Well illus. 468 pages. William Morrow. The Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $10.95

**3760820 117 THINGS YOU SHOULD *F*#*# KING KNOW ABOUT YOUR WORLD.** By Paul Parsons & the Writers of IFLScience. From pinpointing the exact worst time to be alive to understanding how our world works, tell the gods the very key to a happy sex life, and so much more, these are 117 things that you should know about the universe right now. Illus. in color. 242 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**692235X ETHNOPHARMACOLOGIC SEARCH FOR PSYCHOTIC DRUGS.** Ed. by S. Donald Caplan. In 2017, an international group of specialists met to discuss their findings of the last fifty years and assess the potential future for novel antipsychotic herbal plant-based medicines. This collection of conference proceedings is the defining scholarly publication on both the historical and current status of the field. 298 pages, 246 figures, 51 tables. Springer. Pub. at $79.95 $37.84

**6747043 ESSENTIAL ROBOTS.** Take a nuts-and-bolts tour of the buzzing, whirring future in this collection of programs from Discovery Channel: The City, Nextworld: Future Intelligence; Extreme Machines; Incredible Robots; and Junkyard Mega Wars. At the Movies. Over 15 hours. Sold out. Price cut to $11.95

**3743939 SNEAKY MATH AND SCIENCE PROJECTS.** By C. T. Tymony. Illus. 342 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


**3625248 HOW SCIENCE WORKS: The Facts Visually Explained.** Ed. by Kayla Duggar et al. 255 pages. Darling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.95 $8.95

**690529X TIME TRAVEL: A History.** By James Gleick. 336 pages. 4th Estate. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


Insects

**LIMITED QUANTITY 373809X BEES: A Natural History.** By Christopher T. Toole. Introduces readers to bees and their impressive diversity of size, form, function and behavior. Like all insects you will look at them, the more fascinating and beautiful they become. If we hope to find solutions to food scarcity and environmental crisis we will do well to appreciate the bees. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Finally, 9/xx $14.95

**3789411 INNUMERABLE INSECTS: The Story of the Most Diverse and myriad Animals on Earth.** By Michael S. Engel. To date, we have discovered around 2.5 million insect species, and thousands of new species are added to the ranks every year. This magnificent volume tells the incredible story of these innumerable insects. With more than 180 images in human history, today, the insects are well known and loved. Images. 214 pages. Sterling. 9/xx/10.4% Paper. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

**6910246 GOOD GARDEN BUGS: Everything You Need to Know About Beneficial Predatory Insects.** By Mary M. Gardiner. From mantids to beetles to wasps, insects are shaping the world around us. In this book, the author shares her love for insects and provides valuable information on how to attract beneficial insects to your garden. Well illus. 167 pages. Quarto. Paper. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**372260X BUGGED: The Insects Who Rule the World and the People Obsessed with Them.** By David MacNeal. Insects have been shaping our lives for over 400 million years. MacNeal takes us on an offbeat scientific journey that weaves together history, travel, and culture to explore our relationship with them. Illus. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**3765073 HOUSE GUESTS, INSECTS vs. PESTS.** By Michael Jones. From bats in the cellar to spiders in the corner, moths in the wardrobe and mosquitoes in the bedroom, humans cannot escape the attention of the animal kingdom. This intriguing story of animals in our homes and poses questions such as where did they come from and can we get rid of them? Illus. 268 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95
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3745406 BEEKEEPING: A Seasonal Guide. By Ron Brown. Packed with expert advice for beekeepers of all levels. Whether you are just starting out or an experienced hand, this is a charming and practical guide to accompany you through each season of the year. Drawings. 192 pages. Batsto. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5975275 500 INSECTS: A Visual Reference. By Stephen A. Marshall. This colorful guide features 500 insects from all major orders, in a variety of climates and habitats. Marshall has selected some of his most interesting photographs that show the insect in its natural environment. Informative captions provide insights into the lives of these fascinating creatures. 182 pages. National Geographic. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

3760790 RAISING BUTTERFLIES IN THE GARDEN. By Brenda Drezdic. Features forty North American butterfly and moth species and tips on attracting them to your garden. With nearly 120 fascinating photographs showing all stages of each species’ life cycle. The guide also lists the host and nectar plants each species relies on. 224 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

2789205 BUTTERFLIES. By David Hawcock. Expertly crafted, these eight exquisitely detailed and beautifully printed pop-up spreads include detailed information on the habitats, life and main characteristics of the fascinating order Lepidoptera. 24 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

3719324 THE MOSQUITO: A Human History of Our Deadliest Predator. By Timothy C. Winegard. A pioneering work that shows how through millennia, the mosquito has been the single Deadliest Predator. This book will change the way you think about these insects and what you think to do about them. History, natural history, and pathology. 353 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

3860174 GARDEN INSECTS OF NORTH AMERICA, SECOND EDITION. By Ingrid Nuss and David H. Shetlar. An indispensable guide to the natural microcosm in our backyards is the definitive resource for amateur gardeners, insect lovers, and professional entomologists with more than 3,300 full-color photos, and concise, informative text. 704 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

3765726 THE LIVES OF THE BEE: The Honey Bee and Its Environment. By Thomas D. Seeley. The captivating story of how scientists are learning about the behavior, social life, and survival strategies of honey bees living outside the bee-keeper’s hive. In this third edition Seeley presents a completely revised text and, in the first time, beekeepers can become better custodians of honey bees and use make of their resources in ways that enrich their lives as well as our own. Well illus., mostly in color. 333 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

3744826 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BEES. By Hilary Kearney. Bees first appeared on Earth an incredible 130 million years ago. Since the time of the dinosaurs, evolution has produced the amazing creatures on a remarkable journey, and there are now over 20,000 species on the planet. This volume will explore types of bees and use for their diversity to the world of beekeeping, teach you the story of bees and more. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

2988534 BUTTERFLIES OF THE NORTHEAST. By Jaret C. Daniels. This pocket-sized format with professional photos showing key markings, and organized by color for quick and easy identification. 344 pages. Adventure Publications. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 PRICE CUT to $5.50

286741 METAMORPHOSIS: Astonishing Insect Transformations. By Rupert Soskin. Collecting the remarkable photographs of this unique period in an insect’s life has been a passion for over thirty years, this mesmerizing volume takes us up close to a range of insects including butterflies, beetles, stick insects and ants. They transform through every day of their unique life cycles. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95

3736725 BUZZ: The Nature and Necessity of Bees. By Thor Hanson. To know the bee, isn’t just to understand a fascinating and beautiful insect, it’s to glimpse a profound relationship to these self-deprecating hunters. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Basic. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

2987104 UNDERBUG: An Obsessive Tale of Termites and Technology. By Lisa Margonelli. Are we more termites than we ever imagined? What began as a natural history of the termite becomes a personal exploration. The author uncovers disquieting answers about the world’s most underdressed insect and what it means to be human. 303 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $24.95

3969030 BUZZ, STING, BITE: Why We Need Bees and Other Good Bugs. By Thomas D. Seeley. An enthusiastic, witty, and fascinating introduction to the world of insects and why the planet we inhabit could not survive without them. You’ll learn that there is more variety among insects than we can imagine and the more you learn about insects the more fascinating they become. Drawings. 235 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95


2845972 INSECTS & BUGS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Jaret C. Daniels. Fully illus. in color. 1164 pages. Adventure Publications. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

2838176 THE BEE BOOK. By Ferguson Chadwick et al. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $26.00 PRICE CUT to $5.50

Fishing & Hunting

3727181 250 AMAZING FISHING TIPS: The Best Tactics and Techniques to Catch Any and All Game Fish. By Lamar Underwood. Filled with tips and techniques, this manual is for everyone—beginners to experienced hunters. Fully illus. in color. 628 pages. Lyons. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

2960214 SURVIVAL KNIVES: How to Choose and Use the Right Blade. By James Morgan Ayres. Learn how to use survival knives, and how to use the tools and weapons you can make with the knife—not only in the wilderness, but also in urban areas, foreign countries, and in remote zones far from help. Cover has metal corners. Well illus. in color. 161 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2841924 NYPHMS, VOLUME I: The Mayflies. By Ernest G. Schweibert. Fully revised and greatly expanded since its original publication in 1973, this new Nymphs calls upon decades of angling experience–years that connect extraordinarily different eras of fly-fishing—to present a lasting, highly usable angler’s encyclopedia for all of North America. 16 pages of color illus. 628 pages. Lyons. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

2845681 SHOOTER’S BIBLE GUIDE TO KNIVES, 2ND EDITION. By Roger Eckstein. With photographs and descriptions of more than 550 knives, this compendium treats readers to more product highlights and historical information than ever before. Includes detailed specifications and prices, plus more than forty makers, knife anatomy, the battle for knife rights, and much more! 240 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3699994 FIELD & STREAM THE TOTAL REDNECK MANUAL. By T.E. Nickens & W. W. Schuessler. Featuring a redneck badge proudly with this comprehensive guide, bringing together more than 200 skills for living large. Includes extensive sections on hunting, fishing, home and garden, plus tips on everything from hooking up a tractor implement to throwing a Buck knife and opening a bottle with a dollar bill. Cover has metal corners. Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95
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3790177 RETURN OF THE GRIZZLY: Shaping the Range with Yellowstone’s Top Predator. Tells the story of the successful effort to recover this large carnivore and the policy changes and disputes between bear managers and bear advocates that had the humans and the bear struggling together to protect the grizzly bears and deaths, avoiding attacks, effects on agriculture, wildlife protectors, the consequences of bear habitation, and more are covered in this thorough discussion. Well illus. in color. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95 2965607 ANIMALS: A Visual Encyclopedia. By James Buckley, Jr. et al. Meet more than 2,500 amazing animals in this comprehensive, and fully illustrated global reference guide from Animal Planet. Includes detailed profiles of the seven major animal classes, and a special pull-out ruler showcasing awesome animal abilities. 304 pages. Liberty Street. $24.95

389472 BEAR VS. MAN: Recent Attacks and How to Avoid the Increasing Danger. By Brad Garfield. Recent years have seen a number of attacks by bears on humans. Garfield chronicles many of these bear attacks, including dramatic photographs and stories told by victims who were saved and accompanied of those who died. He also offers advice on equipment that can protect a person during an attack. 192 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.50 $4.95

305781X A PASSION FOR HORSES. Photos by Christiane Slawk. Fusing her award-winning photography with her deep love for horses, Slawk is one of the best writers and authors of all time. Slawk’s beautiful volume captures the strength, courage, and kindness of horses. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95 373787X PIGS OF PARADISE: The Story of the World-Famous Swimming Pigs. By R.T. Todd. An unlikely story of hurricane Sandy, which turned a herd of domestic pigs into stardom. With interviews from historians, world-renowned ecologists, famous pig owners, and boat captains, this fascinating story unfolds, covering all aspects of their extraordinary life, This phenomenon says not only about these animals, but also about us as human beings. Color photos, 162 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95 967736 LAST STAND: George Bird Grinnell, the Battle to Save the Buffalo, and the Birth of the New West. By Michael Punke. In the last three decades of the nineteenth century, an American buffalo herd once numbering 30 million animals was reduced to twelve. A scientist and a journalist, a hunter and a conservationist, young George Bird Grinnell led the battle to save the buffalo and present an American icon from extinction. 286 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. $2.95

3765293 THE SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF OLDER ANIMALS. By Anne Inns Dagg. Dagg explores how aging affects the lives and behavior of a number of animals. She explains how elephants and gulls to gorillas, examining such topics as longevity; how others in a group view senior members in regard to leadership, wisdom, and teaching; mating and their success; interactions with mates and offspring; how aging affects dominance; and more. 225 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $38.00 $5.95

★ 3734137 WOLVES: Spirit of the Wild. By Robert Fuller. This volume is filled with stunning photographs and expert insight that reveals the true nature and beauty of wolves, including their environments, how they communicate, and their social structure. With this book you’ll learn that these animals are adaptable, intuitive, and complex beings. This pictorial will have you enamored with these riveting creatures. 191 pages. Charwell. $12.95

3879732 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO FINDING MAMMALS IN NORTHERN AMERICA. By Vladimir Dinets. This field guide tells you how to look, where to go, and what you are likely to find. Offers accounts of more than four hundred species of mammals, including details about their habitats, ranges, refuges, and other locations, best times to look; and much more. Well illus. in color. 348 pages. HMM. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

381467X WILDLIFE SPECTACLES: Mass Migrations, Mating Rituals, and Other Fascinating Animal Behavior. By Vladimir Dinets. Featuring hundreds of behaviors and enhanced by maps and sighting tips, this guide is organized by three themes: migrations, mating behaviors, and everyday marvels. Reveals from bisons to butterflies, nature’s creatures and wonders on the scientific spectrum. Find out which cryptid creatures exist and which are proven hoaxes with this fun field guide filled with fifty fascinating black and white drawings. 213 pages. Little Brown. $16.99 $12.95

2999113 POACHED: Inside the Dark World of Wildlife Trafficking. By Rachel Love Nuwer. From the killing fields in Africa to traditional medicine markets in China to wild meat restaurants in Vietnam, Nuwer explores the forces currently driving demand for animals and their parts, and the toll that demand is exacting across the planet. Illustrated. 374 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95 2993293 MAMMALS OF SOUTH-EAST ASIA. By Charles M. Francis. This compact, easy to use guide is the ideal pocket-sized traveling companion. Thrilling color tabs outline each family, and each of the 192 species described. 128 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $16.00 $5.95

★ 200994X MY LIFE IN A CAT HOUSE: True Tales of Love, Laughter, and Lifelines. By Gwen Cooper. This memoir is told in eight purr-fect cat stories and is filled with all the humor and heart that Cooper’s devoted cat lovers have come to know and love. Featuring beloved stories from her Curl Up with a Cat Tale series, as well as brand new adventures sure to be treasured by cat lovers everywhere. 270 pages. BenBella. $21.95 $16.95

★ 3713482 TRACKING THE HIGHLAND TIGER. By Marianne Taylor. A mysterious and rarely seen beast, the Scottish Wildcat is one of Britain’s rarest mammals, and one of the most enigmatic animals in the world. This volume tells the story of how the Scottish Wildcat became endangered, reveals how it once lived and how it lives now, and how we, the humans, are working to save it. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95

2987163 THE WAY OF THE HARE. By Marianne Taylor. Exploring hares as they are and as we imagine them, and investigating humanity’s long and bloody history with these living enigmas, Taylor brings together myth and reality to celebrate the magic of these beautiful and truly wild animals. 272 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 3820203 OUR WILD CALLING: How Connecting with Animals Can Transform Our Lives—and Save Theirs. By Richard Louv. A blend of reportage, personal science and adventure writing, Louv shows how people are communicating with animals in ancient and new ways. The author also makes a case for protecting, promoting, and creating a sustainable and shared habitat for all creatures, not out of fear, but out of love. 308 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 3755953 AUDUBON’S ANIMALS: The Vivacious Quadrupeds of North America. By Todd K. Scott. Following the success of his Birds of America, Audubon documented and depicted 350 four-footed North American mammals, in their natural habitats and breathtaking color and detail. This boxed edition is accompanied by 24 beautiful color prints suitable for framing, 160 pages. İzzoli. 10 x 14 x ½". Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/819
4857439 SURVIVE LIKE A SPY: Real CIA Operatives Reveal How They Stay Alive When You Can't. By Jason Hanson. Takes the reader deep inside the world of espionage, revealing true stories and expert tactics from real agents engaged in life-threatening missions around the world. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.95

291994X THE SKILLFUL FORAGER: Essential Techniques for Responsible Foraging and Making the Most of Your Wild Edibles. By Meredith Perdue. This forager’s guide to working with any wild plant in the field, kitchen, or pantry. From skills that allow you to gather from the same plant again and again, to gathering wild plants out of each and every type of wild edible, Meredith explores the most effective ways to harvest, preserve, and prepare all of your foraged foods. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


2192008 CORE KNOWLEDGE: A Guide to Identifying, Harvesting, and Preparing Edible Wild Plants. By Samuel Thayer. Drawing upon a lifetime of experience with edible wild plants, the author shares his in-depth knowledge of foraging with the authority, enthusiasm, and humor that have charmed his fans for more than a decade. This step-by-step guide to plant identification, a thorough discussion of how to gather and use the plants, and a glossary. Illus. in color. 360 pages. Forager’s Harvest. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

6720935 HOW TO READ NATURE: Awaken Your Sensory to the Outdoors You've Never Noticed. By Tristan Gooley. The author uses all of his senses to "read" everything that nature has to offer. Here he invites us to journey through the luscious world of the natural world, from sea to land, and tames with marvols. He also shares 15 exercises to sharpen your senses: Learn how to taste direction, smell, hear the weather, and more. 284 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

3728544 THE FORAGER’S HARVEST: A Guide to Identifying, Harvesting, and Preparing Edible Wild Plants. By Samuel Thayer. Drawing upon a lifetime of experience with edible wild plants, the author shares his in-depth knowledge of foraging with the authority, enthusiasm, and humor that have charmed his fans for more than a decade. This step-by-step guide to plant identification, a thorough discussion of how to gather and use the plants, and a glossary. Illus. in color. 360 pages. Forager’s Harvest. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

2986132 FLORIDA WILDLIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA: An Illustrated Guide to Birds, Fish, Mammals, Reptiles, and Amphibians. By Scott Shupe. With more than 350 color photographs, this comprehensive wildlife guide will teach you about the wonderful wildlife that covers the water, earth, and skies of Florida. Illus. in color. 236 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $9.95

2970514 ILLINOIS WILDLIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Scott Shupe. With more than 350 color photographs, this comprehensive wildlife guide will teach you about the wonderful wildlife that covers the water, earth, and skies of Illinois. Illus. in color. 236 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $9.95

279952 THE GREEN BERET SURVIVAL GUIDE. By Brian M. Morris. Using his firsthand knowledge from the field as a Green Beret, Morris concisely outlines the steps that are needed to increase one’s personal safety. He stresses the importance of situational awareness, meaning staying alert, being aware of your surroundings, and staying off the beaten path. 200 pages. Galvanized. Pub. at $7.95

3770834 SURVIVING THE GREAT OUTDOORS. By Brendan Leonard. This ultimate guide to your next adventure includes everything you need to know about: the mountains, the water, the snow, camping, and how to survive, plus how to navigate by the stars–even when to bail. Color illus. 320 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $24.95

3744752 TURQUOISE: The World Story of a Fascinating Gemstone. By J. Doyan. Turquoise has been mined on six continents and traded throughout the world’s history, including among the European, Mideast, Chinese, Mayan, Aztec, Inca, and many other cultures. Lively stories, new information, scientific methods, and vivid photography combine to capture the romance and passion of one of the world’s rarest gems. 256 pages. Galvanized. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

6732885 GEM: The Definitive Visual Encyclopedia of Precious Stones and Rocks. By John C. & Patricia E. Volpe. Easy to use and lavishly illustrated, this completely revised and expanded edition is the rockhound’s must-have resource. Featuring an easy to use quick-reference format, this guide introduces you to locating, buying, and collecting, it will turn you from a novice into a knowledgeable expert. 352 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

19701952 AN IGLOO: Plus 75 Additional Skills You Can Too. By E. Reid Ross. Did you know West Siberia? Or that the largest tornado ever in Europe occurred in the Amazon? Find out and more with this complete jungle dweller containing a compilation of indispensable companion for every urban survivalist. 250 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2815583 LOST AND STRANDED: Expert Advice for Surviving Being Alone in the Wilderness. By Timothy Sneake. Breaks down the perils that can befall hikers, hunters, and other outdoor enthusiasts—including animal encounters, various types of weather, and more! 168 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $16.95

2910063 SURVIVING THE GREAT OUTDOORS. By Brendan Leonard. This ultimate guide to your next adventure includes everything you need to know about: the mountains, the water, the snow, camping, and how to survive, plus how to navigate by the stars–even when to bail. Color illus. 320 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $24.95

2910063 SURVIVING THE GREAT OUTDOORS. By Brendan Leonard. This ultimate guide to your next adventure includes everything you need to know about: the mountains, the water, the snow, camping, and how to survive, plus how to navigate by the stars–even when to bail. Color illus. 320 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $24.95

4531765 COLLECTING ROCKS, GEMS, AND MINERALS, 3RD EDITION. By Jay Moore. Filled with useful tips for making ropes and cords, starting fires, making maps, and more! 168 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $16.95

3776484 PRIMITIVE TECHNOLOGY: A Survivalist’s Guide to Building Tools, Shelters, & Life in the Wild. By John Plant. Through illustrations, photographs, and instruction you’ll learn how the author has systematically constructed an entire world with only natural materials. Explore the conveniences—from a mallet and chisel to a thatched hut, and you'll discover you can too. 192 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $17.00

376084X FUNKIEPIA: A Brief Compendium of Mushroom Lore. By Lawrence Millman. An A to Z treasury of mushroom lore, with more than 180 entries on every topic as varied as Alice in Wonderland, chestnut blight, medicinal mushrooms, poisonings, Santa Claus, and wavy caps. This little cloth-bound volume will transport general readers and specialists into the remarkable universe of fungi. Illus. 184 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $16.95

2914816 PETOSKEY STONE: Finding, Identifying, and Collecting Michigan’s Most Storied Rock. By Bill Brubaker. Take an in-depth look at the famous fossilized coral, Michigan’s state stone, and learn all about it. Then head out and search for your own with this full-color field guide, to include full-color field, showing you how to identify more than 350 varieties of petoskey stones and rocks. Fully illustrated. 254 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

2972514 ILLINOIS WILDLIFE ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Scott Shupe. With more than 350 color photographs, this comprehensive wildlife guide will teach you about the wonderful wildlife that covers the water, earth, and skies of Illinois. Illus. in color. 236 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $11.95

672875X STILL WATERS: The Secret World of Lakes. By Curt Stager. Introduces us to the secret worlds hidden beneath the surfaces of our most remarkable lakes, from the deep journey through the pristine waters of the Adirondack Mountains to the wilds of Siberia, from Thoreau’s cherished pond to the Sea of Galilee. Stager reminds us how enchanting, complex, and vulnerable our waters are to the secret worlds hidden beneath the surface. Fully illustrated in color. 236 pages. University of Chicago. Pub. at $26.95

3760723 THE FIRELY GUIDE TO MINERALS, ROCKS & GEMS. By Rupert Hocheiner. A practical and comprehensive one-stop guide that will help you get up to speed and identify more than 250 popular gemstones and rocks. Fully illustrated. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2940035 THE DELAWARE RIVER: History, Traditions & Legends. By Frank Harris. For two centuries the Delaware River winds along the border between Pennsylvania and New Jersey to the Atlantic, offering hundreds of miles of magnificent scenery. In this volume, the author charts the life and legacy of the Delaware. Illus., many in color. 254 pages. History Press. Pub. at $22.95


2815583 LOST AND STRANDED: Expert Advice for Surviving Being Alone in the Wilderness. By Timothy Sneake. Breaks down the perils that can befall hikers, hunters, and other outdoor enthusiasts—including animal encounters, various types of weather, and more! 168 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $16.95

25228544 INCREDIBLE WILD EDIBLES: 30 Plants That Can Change Your Life. By Samuel Thayer. Drawing upon a lifetime of experience with edible wild plants, the author shares his in-depth knowledge of foraging with the authority, enthusiasm, and humor that have charmed his fans for more than a decade. This step-by-step guide to plant identification, a thorough discussion of how to gather and use the plants, and a glossary. Illus. in color. 360 pages. Forager’s Harvest. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

404024 THE WATCHER: History, Traditions & Legends. By Frank Harris. For two centuries the Delaware River winds along the border between Pennsylvania and New Jersey to the Atlantic, offering hundreds of miles of magnificent scenery. In this volume, the author charts the life and legacy of the Delaware. Illus., many in color. 254 pages. History Press. Pub. at $22.95
Stress & Pain Management

375396 BIOFEEDBACK AND MINDFULNESS IN EVERYDAY LIFE. By Koizun Khor. A comprehensive and easy-to-understand approach outlines simple self-care techniques for readers who want to improve the way they respond to challenging moments. By becoming more attuned to background physiological states and processes such as temperature, muscle health, heart rate variability, and breathing, we are better able to identify when our bodies and emotions fall out of sync. Side effects: none. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95.

286379 BRAIN TINGLES. By Craig Richard. With this guide, it’s now possible to stimulate and share those feel good tingles known as ASMR (autonomous sensory meridian response) for personal or social relaxation training or fancy equipment required. You’ll learn the most common auditory, visual, and tactile triggers—and the result? Calm. 239 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

$670045 SAY GOODBYE TO WRIST PAIN. Hand surgeon Dr. Alexander Hasekoff and fitness expert Roberta Bergman work together to provide an accessible program to alleviating your wrist pain once and for all. Through exercises and ergonomic techniques, it covers pain related to carpal tunnel, sprains, and fractures. 60 minutes. Dreamscape Media. PRICE CUT to $13.95.


2945053 BACKYARD MEDICINE FOR ALL: A Guide to Home-Grown Herbal Remedies. By J. Bruten-Seal & M. Seal. Many of us have forgotten that the wealth of plants that grow around us have a variety of medicinal uses. This field guide takes you to your own backyard, and introduces over 50 plants that can be used to cure all sorts of common ailments, from fever to headaches to insomnia. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. SOLD OUT.

$673565 HEALING WITH HEMP CBD OIL: A Simple Guide to Using the Power of Nature’s Most Effective Natural Oils of CBD. By Earl Miller. Far richer in CBD, the compound responsible for effectively treating disorders of chronic pain and containing very little THC, the substance responsible for marijuana’s highs. Hemp Oil is a natural remedy that can be used for treating pain and other ailments. Unlike marijuana, it doesn’t come with its psychoactive properties, and how to deal with its legal status. 144 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

$3754354 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT VITAMINS, MINERALS, HERBS, & SUPPLEMENTS. By Pamela Wanam. Even if you follow a healthful diet, you are probably not getting all the nutrients you need to prevent disease. The author explains the effects of vitamins and minerals on your body and how to use them to improve your health through the use of natural compounds. This resource can help you make the best choices for the health and well being for you and your family. 496 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95.


$1791761 THE MAGNESIUM SOLUTION FOR HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE: How to Use Magnesium to Help Prevent and Relieve Hypertension Naturally. By Jay C. Cohen. Provides you and your doctor with all the information needed to understand why magnesium is important for helping to prevent and treat high blood pressure. 100 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95.

$292000 PRESSED HERE! REIKI FOR BEGINNERS. Your Guide to Subtle Alternative Therapies. By Rosemary Gladstar. Originally practiced by the Japanese in the early 1900s, this holistic healing pathway gets impressive results by utilizing subtle energy treatments to improve your health. The book shows how to use the “sender” to influence the energy flow of the “receiver.” Helps relieve pain, alleviate stress, reduce anxiety, and calm the mind. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Fair Winds Press. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95.

$3760073 FIRE CIDER! 101 Zesty Recipes for Health-Boosting Remedies Made with Apple Cider Vinegar. By Rosemary Gladstar. Fire cider has been used and shared by herbalists for generations as a remedy to ward off sickness and ailments. Here, the author presents 101 original recipes for fire cider and foods made with fire cider. This is a fun and sassy celebration of the health boosting tonic and the community of health benefits that it offers. This book includes a diverse collection of dishes, homeopathic remedies, profiles for different personalities, and more. 342 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95.
369741 HOW TO BECOME A HUMAN BULLSHIT DETECTOR. By David Craig. Craig provides an easy-to-follow guide to the science of reading telltale signs of lies, how to detect them, and how to use these skills to transform yourself and your entire life.

2918439 THE LAWS OF CHARISMA. By Kurt W. Mortensen. Imagine your success in life is your ability to ride that charismatic wave of positivity, momentum, and goodwill. This guide, filled with practical tools, exercises, and assessments, will give you the guidance and confidence you’ll need to transform yourself and your entire life.

1264578 THE YES LAW OF ATTRACTION: The Definitive Guide to Manifesting Your Desires. By Robert Anthony. This is the ultimate guide to improving your quality of life through tactics developed by ancient Stoics, from Marcus Aurelius and Seneca to Epictetus.

3736911 THE STOIC CHALLENGE. By William B. Irvine. Irvine provides his most direct, and clear lessons on using your mind to create the life you want. 210 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

5289065 LOGIC FOR EVERYONE: A Guide to Critical Thinking. By Paul T notting. An easy-to-follow guide to the logic and critical thinking that everyone needs to get through life.


2886553 THE ART OF FEAR: Why Conquering Fear Won’t Work and What to Do Instead. By Kristin Unter. Shows how to turn to fear in an honest, considerate, and methodical manner. By Kristin Unter. Shows how to turn to fear in an honest, considerate, and methodical manner.

3807398 THE GENTLE ART OF SWEDISH DEATH CLEANING: How to Free Yourself and Your Family from a Lifetime of Clutter. By Margareta Magnusson. With Scandinavian philosophy and academic research into stress reduction, mindfulness can free us from stress and overthinking. Includes over 50 easy-to-exercise mindfulness techniques and mindfulness research. Well illus. in color. 400 pages. Walking Stick Press.


3728116 THE MINDFULNESS BIBLE. By Paranjoth Collard. Mindfulness is the easy, accessible way to gently let go of control, live in the moment, and let go of stress. Mindfulness philosophy and academic research into stress reduction, mindfulness can free us from stress and overthinking. Includes over 50 easy-to-exercise mindfulness techniques and mindfulness research. Well illus. in color. 400 pages. Walking Stick Press.

2989808 THE CIRCLE OF NIN: An Archetypal Journey to Awaken the Divine Feminine Within. By Cherry Gilchrist. The Circle of Nin guides you to transform your relationship to drinking painlessly and without misery.

3870932 IMPROVE YOUR SLEEP: 21 Quick Techniques with 3 Extra Solutions for Jet Lag. By Katrin Schubert. Schubert’s book is a must-read for anyone who ever had a night tossing and turning. Try one of these simple techniques, acupressure, reflexology, breathing exercises, guided imagery to relieve occasional sleeplessness in five minutes or less.

3783736 SOON: An Overdue History of Procrastination, from Leonardo and Darwin to You and Me. By Andrew Santella. A few likely reasons for our self-imposed lot slow down and down. This book provides an explanation for why we do it and why we don’t.

2886545 THINK LIKE A CHAMPION. By Donald J. Trump. Read by Skip Sudduth, with an introduction by Donald Trump. Trump is one of the most successful business leaders in the world and has always been known for his business acumen.
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